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1. a. : having or showing no concern about whether behavior is morally right or wrong. amoral
politicians. an amoral, selfish person. b. : being neither moral nor immoral. specifically : lying…
outside the sphere to which moral judgments apply. Science as such is completely amoral.

(ā-môr′əl, ā-mŏr′-) adj. 1. Not admitting of moral distinctions or judgments; neither moral nor
immoral. 2. Lacking moral sensibility; not caring about right and wrong. a·mor′al·ism n.…
a′mo·ral′i·ty (ā′mô-răl′ĭ-tē, -mə-) n. a·mor′al·ly adv. American Heritage® Dictionary of the English
Language, Fifth Edition.

adjective. not involving questions of right or wrong; without moral quality; neither moral nor
immoral. having no moral standards, restraints, or principles; unaware of or indifferent to questio…
of right or wrong: a completely amoral person.

amoral. When a person is amoral, they couldn't care less if something is right or wrong. An
amoral CEO fires employees so he can make more money, unconcerned about how losing their…
jobs might affect them. The adjective amoral adds the prefix a-, "not," to moral, "concerned with
the principles of right and wrong." Amoral people don't have a moral code — the morality or
ethics of what they do doesn't matter to them, whether or not they're aware of the concept of right
and wrong.
: having or showing no concern about whether behavior is morally right or wrong amoral
politicians He is an amoral, selfish person pursuing his own goals. a cynical and amoral way of…
competing for business — compare immoral, 1 moral — amorality /ˌeɪmə ˈræləti/ noun [noncount]
sexual amorality [=amoral behavior] the amorality of his behavior
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lacking a moral sense; unconcerned with the rightness or wrongness of something:
"an amoral attitude to sex"
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